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Î Aft ultrasonic inspection to complete eddy current testing is nrcne-
\ i # t Devices that cam measure thickness and detect flaws without the need tr 

,\ f*Bafe a transducer are described. A procedure taking into account the lack 
#f precision of the measurement» it presented. 

tarious industrial apparatus are made up of a great many tubes supportée 
*y plates. In such a structure, inspection methods to check the soundness of 

- ;fr tubing are limited by twe constraints Î they Rust not take too long and 
tkey must be operated from inside the tubes (i.e. the sensor oust have a re-
ii***« volume). 

4 typical example is the inspection of steam generators used in P.W.R, 
:7*p» .-ea?tor*. rbese generators- are, made up of thousands of tubes. forming % 
oerrier betve«m the pris»vy circuit (connected to the reactor core) and the 
secondary circuit (connected to the turbine-alternator) - a harrier some 
23$ Mm long for a 900 Ml* cower plant, for instance. It is essential to check 
ts* soundness of these assemblies to guarantee safety and production, but here 
W * radioactive environment and contamination entail two further constraints : 
the inspection method must be insensitive to radioactivity (so radiography is 
•ftv'ij&ed) and as automated as possible. 

The tubes used are an inconel type alloy, diameter about 18 x 22 mm. Tney 
ari some 30 metres long, bent into a V-ehcv* and fixed to a tube sheet ; 
tfcey are arranged vertically with support niâtes in between. The wincinal 
defect* detected in these tubes after service are dur u corrosion or virrâ-
tiens ft) : in the first category* wastage, pitting, intergranu2ar eorrosion, 
**&t£r.g and, in the second, fretting and cracks. These defects are general};/ 
iccsted near the plates or the sheet and more particularly on the outside. Thi? 
leads to three other constraints ; the method must be able to detect these 

- kinds of defects and must not be influenced by the proximity of the plates or 
t M sheet, and by any ferromagneiism of the materials. 
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IHTEWIAL IKSPKTIOR OF TUBIRO 

Finally, the inspection Bust prepare the decision on whether the inspected 
tube can remain in service or on the contrary oust be isolated from the ascen-
bly. This requirement sets two final constraints : a reference must fix the 
measured quantity above which a tube is considered defective wid the rejection 
measurement Bust be defined with respect to the maximum proportion of defec
tive tubes that is considered permissible in the assembly (2). 

H . POSSIBLE METHODS 

During manufacture, the tubes intended for P.W.R. steam generators are 
inspected before bending by both ultrasonic end eddy-current test methods. ?r-
date, only the sedond method has been used for their inspection in-situ. Kov, 
this method is not very sensitive to some of the defects investigated, such a.* 
cracks, and is greatly perturbed by the ferromagnetism of the materials and 
the proximity of the plates. Tests at several frequencies were considered to 
eliminate the effect of the plates (3)* Rotating sensors were suggested in 
order to improve sensitivity to cracks and saturation units to avoid the pro
blem of ferromagnetism, but the limited voluae available is an obstacle. 

Ve suggest that the traditional inspection by eddy-currents can be comple
ted by «n ultrasonic inspection of same volume. It is an established fact that 
these two methods complete one another remarkably well for the inspection of 
tubes (U). 

Ill . PIMEHSI03AL MEASUREMENT 

As early as the sixties, attempts were made to use ultrasonics to measure 
the thickness of boiler tubes locally from inside (5). This method was then 
improved in order to inspect the thickness (and the inner diarseter in setae 
cases) over the whole length of heat exchanger tubes of smaller diameter (6,7, 
6). However, the rotation of the transducers entailed complicated mechanics, 
and involved problems of electrical connections. 

To avoid this rotation, we have suggested a new device (9). This comprises 
(Fig. 1) : (a) an annular transducer having an oscillator divided into two 
180° sectors, (b) a cone-shaped mirror with a half-angle at the aoex of 1*5°, 
(c) a rotating screen with two holes diametrally opposite, (d) a rotating 
mechanism, (e) a reflector to calibrate the measurements of the diameter. 

The frequency of the transducer is at least 10 MHz with s high damping. 
Prom,the emitted beam, the screen picks up two pencils which scan the tube 
helically. Traditional electronic équipement is connected to record the thick
ness and inner and outer diameters. The electrical connections and the couplirr 
..water supply follow the axis of the device. 
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Pig. 1 - Device for dimensional measurements. 

IV . DETECTIOH OF TRABSVEBSE DEFECTS 

Once it became possible to produce ultrasonics from inside a tube, the next 
step was to complete dimensional measurements by the detection of defects. 
Transverse defects are those mainly directed perpendicular to the tube axis : 
they present a maximum reflecting area for waves prcpagatin* along the tube 
generators ; the incidence planes must therefore be meridian. To scan the tube 
aver 360°, the first experiments consisted in rotating the transducer but this 
resulted in complicated mechanics and scanning was slow (10). 

To avoid the need for this rotation, it can be easily seen from figure 2 
that a simple solution consists in placing an annular transducer in the axis of 
the tube, facing a cone-shaped mirror. This set-up has already been ©resented 
(11) and used elsewhere (12). It can he seen (Fig. 2) that, to obtain an 
i:;*Hence angle i, the angle at the ap*x of the cone mu3t be : 

2 o « ff/2 ± i ; 

it is therefore possible to couple the anr.ular beam with the tube over a 
length : 

A * (D - d) / 2 cos i , 

where D and d are respectively the -outer and inner diameters of the oscillator 
(13). 
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fig. 2 - Mirror to detect transverse defects. 

. 
The transducer has a frequency of between 2 and U KHz, vit h mediun damoir.?. 

It is connected to traditional electronic equipment ; the electrical connec
tions and the coupling vater supply are still in the axi? of the device. The 
Mirror can be readily dismounted in order to change the angle of incidence. 
First results with this system are given in another paper of the present con
ference (la). 

V . DETECTION OF LOTCiriDIKAL DEFECTS 

Longitudinal defects are those aainly directed, parallel to the axis : 
they present a maximum reflecting area for waves propagating along the cir
cular directrices of the tube ; the incidence planes Bust therefore be equa
torial. To scan the tube over 360°, the first experiaents consisted in rotatif.? 
the transducer, vhich entailed the same disadvantages as those found in the 
detection of transverse defects (7,10). 

To avoid the need for this rotation, a solution vas found in the case of 
pressure tubes, by placing several transducers equipped with % lens in the gran-* 
equatorial plane so as to obtain a practically constant incidence (15). This 
solution is no longer possible for smell diameter tubing and the transducer 
•ust be placed in the axis of the tube, as for the detection of transverse 
defects. As early as 1973, ve showed that the mirror inserted in the beiwn 
must have a helical shape (11,16). The équation expressing its surface in 
cylindrical coordinates is : * 

j . • (p* - r*)l/* * r 10 - cos"X{r /p)J, 

where r » R sin 1 and R is the inner radius of the tube (13). 

This surface (Pig, 3) is generated by the tangent to a circilar helix of 
radius r and pitch 2nr ; it can therefore be produced by milling. It enables 
the annular beam to be coupled with the tube over a length : 

. A - I(D2 - I r 2 ) , / 8 - (da - I»,r*),/aj / 2 sin i . 
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Thia type of mirror can be Moun
ted on the same head as the one des
cribed in the preceding paragraph, to 
replace the conical mirror. Results 
are given in another paper of the pre
sent conference ( 1*»). 

VI . CHBCKI1IG CF ADJUSTMENTS AND RBJSC-
TIOH DECISION 

The ultrasonic methods proposed 
above, and in fact eddy-current methods 
also, furnish measurements that are 
not perfectly precise (2). As a first 
step» we propose that adjustaents be 
checked by the control chart method. 
Once the apparatus is adjusted, the 
reference fixing the rejection quanti
ty is measured 50 times ; the control 
limits of the mean and of the standard 
deviation are deduced, for instance 
calculated for samples of 5 measure
ments (17). At the start of each work 
shift, the reference is measured five 
times. If the mean and standard devia
tion of this sample fall within the 
control limits, inspection of the tu
bes can begin ; otherwise the appara
tus is readjusted . After four hours 
inspection on the tubes, the referen
ce is again measured 5 times. If the 
mean and standard deviation of this 
sample fall within the control limits, 
the results recorded for the tubes 
inspected during the four hours are 
analysed ; otherwise the apparatus is 
reaju3ted and the same tubes are ins
pected again. 

To guarantee on an average a pro
portion of defective tubes below a 
specified limit D, we suggest that 
the measurement above which a tube is 
rejected be : 

Fig. 3 - Mirror to detect 
longitudinal defects. 

a - k a, 

where m and a are respectively the 
mean and the standard deviation obtai-
- ned on drawing up the control charts. 

The curves in figure k show hov f choose coefficient k in relation to D. 
This coefficient is shown to depend on the rejection ratio B, i.e. the 
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proportion of tubes 
«rat N (12). 

iarsrauL HSPECTK» OF TCEISG 

the nea3ur«ent of which is *ho~ the rejection ~«ure-

0.0001 0.001 i D 

Fig. k - Calculation of *-he r e n t i e r » a*wsresen-
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